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Today, leaders of global TMT companies face complex business and geopolitical challenges, as 
well as an evolving regulatory environment that is impacting everything from corporate strategy, 
technology innovation, to customer and supply chain management. 

Looking ahead in 2021, we identify five themes impacting the Chinese TMT industry: the rise of 
U.S. China techno-nationalism, increased regulatory pressure on Big Tech around anti-monopoly 
and data privacy issues, “ The New Normal,” focus on digital transformation and technology 
infrastructure buildout, and ESG as an urgent business imperative. 

Five Themes Impacting the Chinese TMT industry 

THEME ONE:  
U.S.-China techno-nationalism and the decoupling of innovation

THEME FOUR:
Digital transformation and technology infrastructure buildout

THEME FIVE:
ESG as an urgent business imperative

THEME THREE:
“The New Normal”

THEME TWO: 
Tightening scrutiny of big tech around anti-monopoly & data practices 
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“The New Normal” 

The Covid-19 pandemic has radically changed our 
lifestyle. Besides radically altering traditional business 
sectors, the pandemic is accelerating the “stay-at-
home” economy, giving rise to new consumption 
concepts and business models. Across markets, we 
observed a rapid adoption of new lifestyles including 
working from home, eCommerce, online social 
entertainment, and e-learning at all ages. The need for 
automated and non-contact smart manufacturing have 
also led to accelerated digitization in production. In the 
post-pandemic era, most of these trends will continue 
to be important forces driving the economic recovery  
to  “The New Normal”. 

The pandemic has profoundly changed our view on 
the “Future of Work”, and the “Future of Education and 
Knowledge”. The discussion of remote work among 
C-suites was previously negligible, and now some 
form of it seems to be irreversible. Studies have all but 
confirmed that the future of work in a post-pandemic 
world will likely entail a hybrid model with a much bigger 
proportion of mobile workforce than before.

The blurring of home and office will have huge 
consequences to workforce management and business 
operations. It is critically important to review what 
impact this “New Normal” has on businesses, and how 
they in turn can help society. Cybersecurity risk is on the 
rise as system weaknesses are being exposed through 
the proliferation of work-from-home arrangements. 
The “Future of Work” trend will also force enterprise 
executives to raise their game, ensure transparency 

and frequent communications with employees, 
customers, business partners, investors and other 
major stakeholders, while accelerating investments in 
digital transformation and cyber security. All of this is 
particularly relevant to TMT companies that may need 
to adopt a more distributed remote workforce, and 
at the same time ensure consistent high quality and 
assurance when providing mission critical technology 
solutions around the clock to their own enterprise 
customers globally. 

Even as global economies gradually recover in 
2021, corporate executives find that their external 
stakeholders including institutional investors, 
international media, regulators, customers, and the 
general public continue to pay attention to issues 
such as employee health and safety, work-life balance, 
engagement to the community, and other social and 
environmental factors. To establish trust with and take 
care of the interest of major stakeholders, it is critical for 
corporate leaders to articulate their purpose, values and 
principles for doing business; support these with both 
policy measures and tangible actions at the board and 
operating levels; and communicate consistently both 
externally and throughout their own organization. 

THEME THREE
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About Brunswick

Brunswick is a strategic advisory firm focused on critical 
issues. We advise on critical issues at the center of 
business, politics and society, and help our clients— 
the leaders of large, complex organizations—understand 
and navigate these interconnected worlds. Brunswick is 
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